Technical features

Dimensions (WxHxD) 100 x 55 x 40 mm (3.93 x 2.17 x 1.57 in.)
Headset connection 3.5 mm jack plug
Charger connection standard Micro-USB
Talk time up to 10 hours*
Stand-by time up to 3 days*
Operating temperature -10°C to 45°C (14°F to 113°F)
Range up to 500 m (1600 ft) **
Protection class IP67
Data transfer Bluetooth® 4.0
Neoprene wristband 800 x 50 mm (31.5 x 1.97 inches)
Storage Pouch (WxHxD) 220 x 190 x 80 mm (9 x 6 x 3 inches)
Jabra® Active Headset water resistant, shock-proof

*Deviations possible depending on method of use.
**Maximum range is reached when visual contact is given.

Delivery content

2 CEECOACH® devices with waterproof cover
2 Neoprene wristbands
2 water resistant headsets (Jabra® Active)
1 USB Dual charger (not ill.)
2 USB cables (not ill.)
1 robust storage pouch (washable)

Stay connected with CEECOACH®

Ideal tool for sports schools as training support - for 2-6 persons
Disruption-free Bluetooth® connection over a distance of up to 500 m
No frequency overlapping when various groups use the system at the same time
Extraordinary voice and sound quality ensures good understanding over long distances - even with ambient sounds

Available at:
www.ceecoach.de
Smartly connected in any situation

The modern communication system for sports and training - handy, lightweight, sturdy and intuitive to operate.

With the new CEECOACH® 2-6 participants can communicate over a distance of up to 500 meters (1600 ft) without a smartphone or mobile phone network using modern Bluetooth® technology.

The new CEECOACH® XTREME EDITION
The stable silicone sleeve ensures that CEECOACH® is now even more robust and perfectly suitable for use on the water (IP67).
With the neoprene wristband, you can comfortably fasten CEECOACH® to your arm, giving you the freedom of movement of both of your hands.
All functions can be controlled with just three buttons. The wave-shaped design of the CEECOACH® enables optimum operation, even when wearing gloves or without looking at the device.

Easy selection between three modes
Three individual configurations can be set up easily (Trainer, Participant and Private Mode).

More reliable than standard radio systems
Trouble-free Bluetooth® connection
Simultaneous talking with Full-Duplex
Floatable and water-proof cover (protection class IP67)
Water resistant Jabra® Active Headset
Neoprene wristband for comfortable and secure fit
Fast plug & play connection
High battery performance

“...A convincing communication system which is easy to use for group communication, no matter if you use it on the ski slope, while biking or in any other surrounding or at any other sports which can be done with friends or customers...”

Wolfgang Greiner
Juror ISPO AWARD
Chief editor SkiPresse
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Technical features

- **Dimensions (WxHxD)**: 100 x 55 x 40 mm (3.93 x 2.17 x 1.57 in.)
- **Headset connection**: 3.5 mm jack plug
- **Charger connection**: standard Micro-USB
- **Talk time**: up to 10 hours*
- **Stand-by time**: up to 3 days*
- **Operating temperature**: -10°C to 45°C (14°F to 113°F)
- **Range**: up to 500 m (1600 ft) **
- **Protection class**: IP67
- **Data transfer**: Bluetooth® 4.0
- **Neoprene wristband**: 800 x 50 mm (31.5 x 1.97 inches)
- **Storage Pouch (WxHxD)**: 220 x 190 x 80 mm (9 x 6 x 3 inches)
- **Jabra® Active Headset**: water resistant, shock-proof

*Deviations possible depending on method of use.
**Maximum range is reached when visual contact is given.

Delivery content

- 2 CEECOACH® devices with waterproof cover
- 2 Neoprene wristbands
- 2 water resistant headsets (Jabra® Active)
- 1 USB Dual charger (not ill.)
- 2 USB cables (not ill.)
- 1 robust storage pouch (washable)

Stay connected with CEECOACH®

The ideal communication system for groups. The new XTREME edition is even more robust and waterproof.

Ideal tool for sports schools as training support - for 2-6 persons

- Disruption-free Bluetooth® connection over a distance of up to 500m
- No frequency overlapping when various groups use the system at the same time
- Extraordinary voice and sound quality ensures good understanding over long distances - even with ambient sounds

Available at:

Order online: www.ceecoach-us.com
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